
Furniture Restoration, Upholstery Services, Cabinet Refinishing……………...Call 
or come in for a FREE personalized quote 

Toscano Interiors carries Colors of Sweden furniture and cabinet paint. The products 
are the finest water based, acrylic paints, glazes and topcoat manufactured in the USA 
for Great Walls Supply, the same company that has brought The Couture Collection!™ 
line of furniture and cabinet paints to the marketplace.  The products in this line 
consist of six paint colors, two glaze colors and one topcoat.  All the colors and 
techniques here have been inspired by the Swedish Gustavian Style, designed to 
“bring in the light” to your home. 

Our paints are Zero VOC and produce a beautiful matte velvet finish. The Lime Wash 
and Sheer Smoke glazes are low VOC and create a satin like finish. The Swedish Flat 
Topcoat is low VOC and provides a non-yellowing, muted sheen and a durable finish. 
furniture refinishing please know there are several things we consider.  

The cost to refinish wood furniture is influenced by factors such as the size of the 
item, the condition of the furniture, the type of finish that is being removed, and the 
type and matching of the new finish.  We have large color palette to choose from as 
well as many glazes, for all your customized refurbished furniture needs.   
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Toscano Interiors is a proud supplier of Greenhouse Fabrics, based out of North 
Carolina. We have a wide variety of fabric books to choose from in-house, and can 
cater to any reupholstery needs you have.  

Reupholstering costs are comparable to buying new 
furniture because you are 
essentially getting a new piece of furniture on an old 
frame.  Why is reupholstering so expensive? It's a time- 
and labor-intensive process that involves specialized skills.   

Recovering furniture refers simply to the process of 
removing the old fabric and putting on new fabric. But 
leaving the old padding not doing anything else. More on 
this later.. 

Reupholstering furniture includes a complete tear down of the piece, removing all 
fabric, padding, and the support systems. This process ensures the end product not 
only looks better, but really is better. Once completed you have a brand new piece that 
is clean inside and out, and is ready for many more years of enjoyment. 

Reupholstering is usually performed on heirloom, antique furniture or on other types  
of furniture that can’t be replaced.
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